Abstract The theory of optimal foraging predicts abrupt changes in consumer behavior which lead to discontinuities in the functional response. Therefore population dynamical models with optimal foraging behavior can beappropriately described by di erential equations with discontinuous right hand sides. In this paper we analyze the behavior of three di erent Lotka Volterra predator prey systems with optimal foraging behavior. We examine a predator prey model with alternative f o o d , a t wo patch model with mobile predators and resident prey, and a two patch model with both predators and prey mobile. We show that in the studied examples, optimal foraging behavior changes the neutral stability intrinsic to Lotka Volterra systems to the existence of a bounded global attractor. The analysis is based on the construction and use of appropriate Lyapunov functions for models described by discontinuous di erential equations.
I n troduction
Lotka Volterra one predator one prey type di erential equations have played a prominent role in theoretical population biology. This is mainly due to the fact that for such equations one may nd the rst integral as well as Lyapunov functions which allow for global analysis of the model. However, when examining more complicated cases where there are more food types available for predator, or where there are more predator types feeding on a particular prey type, classical Lotka Volterra equations do not re ect the consequences of adaptive behavior of individuals. Standard models of optimal foraging theory such as prey and patch models assume that animals are perfect optimizers maximizing a quantity e. g., the rate of energy intake which is directly related to the tness 14 . The basic prey choice paradigm assumes that prey are homogeneously distributed across the space and predators encounter various prey types sequentially; such a model addresses the question whether a predator should attack a prey upon an encounter. The basic patch paradigm assumes that prey are distributed in patches and asks how long a predator should stay in a patch. Both types of models are examined in examples given in this paper.
Introducing optimal individual behavior in population dynamics often leads to di erential inclusions 1,2,6,7 rather than to di erential equations due to the non-uniqueness of the optimal strategy 5 . For example in 9 and 11 , the in uence of optimal foraging on the dynamics of a system consisting of one predator type feeding on two prey types was studied. Following the optimal foraging theory 4 it was assumed there that when the density of the more pro table prey type decreases under a certain threshold, the less pro table prey type will be included in the predator's diet. This phenomenon leads to the non-uniqueness in the functional response, because optimal strategy at the moment of inclusion of the latter prey in the diet is not uniquely de ned by maximization of the optimality criterion. Due to the appearance of the Holling type II functional response, global stability analysis of such a model was not possible but several biologically relevant observations relating to the stability, persistence and partial preferences were obtained. In this paper we will study a simpler model which assumes that the density of the alternative food type is constant. Such a model was introduced in 18 . Based on numerical simulations it was suggested there that the presence of the alternativefoodmay lead to the persistence of predator prey dynamics which w ould be otherwise violated. In this paper we show that under certain conditions the above model leads to a Lotka Volterra type di erential inclusion which may be globally studied using an appropriate Lyapunov function.
A similar situation appears when we study the dynamics of a predator population in a patchy environment 10 . Assuming that each predator settles in the patch where its rate of energy intake is maximized leads to switching sensu Murdoch 12, 13 . The distribution of predators at equilibrium where they will experience the same energy intake in all patches is called ideal free distribution" 8 . This model again leads to a Lotka Volterra type di erential inclusion and may be globally studied via an appropriate Lyapunov function. Following 10 we will also give a L y apunov function for the case where not only predators but also prey are free to move b e t ween patches.
In mathematical language, the dynamics of the above models is typically described by a system of di erential equations whose right hand sides are set valued along a smooth manifold of codimension one. For such a t ype of di erential inclusions, theorems ensuring existence and uniqueness of solutions were given in 7 ; special cases arising in food web models were also treated in 5 . However, global qualitative analysis of such models is rather complicated due to the discontinuity of right-hand sides. Despite this fact, qualitative methods which are based on the use of an appropriate Lyapunov function can be implemented see, e. g., 1 and 7 for general theory.
Stability results
In this section we recall some basic facts concerning discontinuous differential equations and stability. W e also state the LaSalle invariance principle that will enable us to examine the models given in following sections. Various other versions of the LaSalle invariance principle were formulated for discontinuous di erential equations 7,15,16 . We refer the reader to the Appendix for proofs of the propositions given in this and subsequent sections.
We We denote the solution of 1 by x 0 and the ! limit set of a given x 0 by ! + x 0 : Moreover S + G : = t0 A G t where A G t = fx 2 R n + j x = x 0 t for some x 0 2 Gg is the attainable set denotes the positive image of G R n + : By the term sliding domain we denote a connected set S; S M i for some i 2 I ;such that for all x 0 2 S; inff 0 j x 0 leaves the manifold M i at time g 0; i. e., once a solution enters a sliding domain, it stays there at least locally and follows the sliding mode.
The three basic types of solutions behavior along a single discontinuity manifold that is the transversal motion with solutions passing from one region G i to another, the sliding mode, and the case of non unique solutions are summarized in Fig. 1 . We remark that the case iii of non unique solutions does not occur in our examples.
We will use the following notion of a Lyapunov function:
De nition 1 A function V 2 C 
Predator prey model with an alternative food
Let us consider one predator type feeding on two prey types. The density of the two prey types are denoted by x 1 and x 2 and the predator density is denoted by x 3 , respectively. We will assume that foraging on the second prey type does not have a n y e ect on its density, i . e . , x 2 is constant through time. This may be the case of many arthropod predators when feeding on alternativefoodlike pollen or honey dew. The rst population is assumed to grow exponentially in the absence of predators. The dynamics of such a system can be described as follows: ! max :
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Since we assume that h 1 = 0, it follows that the rst prey type is more pro table for predators the pro tability is the energy handling time ratio and that it will always beincluded in the diet, i. e., p 1 = 1:
The alternative prey type will be included in the predator's diet i. e., The biological interpretation of the dynamics yields the following results see also 9 , 11 and 18 for more discussion. If the alternative food is not su ciently attractive" or is low valued" for the predator m e 2 =h 2 ; i. e., predator mortality is larger than the pro tability of the second prey type, then no alterative food is taken after the transient period see Fig. 2A and we then observe a specialist predator. On the contrary, if the alternative food is attractive" or high valued" but not overcompensating" with e 2 2 K=1 + h 2 2 K m e 2 =h 2 then the alternative food is permanently included in the predator's diet in the limit behavior and the predator becomes a generalist see Fig. 2B . In both cases, the system with initial conditions outside the global attractor always exhibits a nite period of transient behavior after which the solution enters its limit cycle the largest Lotka Volterra cycle that is contained in the invariant set . Importantly, the presence of the alternative food leads to a partial stabilization of the system in the sense of reducing the amplitude of oscillations of solutions compared to the same system from which the alternativefoodwould be taken out. In the singular case m = e 2 Here we consider a system consisting of two prey patches, with predators moving freely between these two patches, the time of travel between patches being zero. Using the Lyapunov function approach, we are able to rigorously show the limiting behavior of the system announced in 10 .
The dynamics of such a system after an appropriate rescaling can be described by the following system of di erential equations: Before applying the Proposition 1, we rst determine the space structure and sliding domains of 9. We set It follows from hrV x; i = 0 for all 2 Kx and x 2 M that the set ! + R 3 + consists of closed cycles V x 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 = const which are contained in S.
Therefore we again see that the neutral stability of the classical Lotka Volterra system is partially lost, since the !-limit set cannot be outside the largest invariant cycle contained in S:
The situation is particularly simple when m 1 In this case it is also easy to see that there are only two possibil- We brie y recall here that the optimal foraging of predators ensures the coexistence of all three species and again reduces oscillations of the underlying Lotka Volterra model. 5 P atch model: both predators and prey are moving between two patches Now we assume that both predators and prey are free to move between the two patches and their travel time is negligible. Such a system was described in 10 by the following system of di erential equations:
x 0 = a 1 , 1 u 1 yv 1 x + a 2 , 2 u 2 yv 2 x y 0 = e 1 is the global attractor for the system 13, see Fig. 3 .
Remark. Many biological aspects of the dynamics were discussed in 10 . Here we note that the resulting dynamics strongly resembles that one obtained in the predator prey model with an alternative foodsee Figs. 2 and 3. As in the latter case, the global attractor The solutions with initial conditions outside the global attractor again exhibit a nite transient period after which they enter a limit Lotka Volterra cycle that constitutes the border of the global attractor. After the transient period, both prey and predators are permanently distributed in both patches although in a time uctuating ratio, that is the limiting strategy of both populations is always mixed, and the switching again leads to persistence and partial stabilization of the system.
Conclusion and remarks
In this paper we showed how Lyapunov functions for di erential inclusions can be used to describe global behavior of piecewise" Lotka Volterra di erential inclusions. Such equations are obtained when principles of optimal foraging theory are applied in population dynamics. We considered two basic types of models: prey and patch models. In both cases it was shown 9 11 that adaptive foraging behavior enhances permanence of the system. Moreover, the resulting Lotka Volterra di erential inclusions behave qualitatively di erent from the classical Lotka Volterra di erential equations, for which the trajectories are closed curves centered around the equilibrium and thus no bounded attractor exists. The e ect of optimal foraging typically reduces the amplitude of such oscillations, i.e., it leads to partial stabilization" of the system.
The reduction of the oscillation amplitude is given by the emergence of a global bounded attractor which consists of neutrally stable Lotka Volterra cycles centered around an equilibrium point in all studied cases. If the initial conditions lie in the respective attractor, then the system follows usual Lotka Volterra dynamics with a periodic trajectory. If the initial conditions lie outside the attractor, then the trajectory either enters the attractor in a nite time or approaches the attractor from outside.
Obviously, the lost of the neutral stability o f the original Lotka Volterra system and its change to a globally stable dynamics can be achieved by other alterations of the original system, such as adding prey density dependence. However, it should be emphasized that the inclusion of optimal individual behavior in the system can give rise to a qualitatively new behavior. In a host parasitoid system examined in 17 , the optimal adaptive behavior was shown to stabilize an otherwise unstable and non persistent dynamics for a range of parameter values, giving rise to a locally stable equilibrium in the sliding mode. Alternative equilibrium in the sliding mode and persistence due to optimal foraging also appear in the two patch model considered in Section 4. There are no non trivial equilibria in the corresponding model with predators behaving at random i.e., with the controls u i xed, and the system is in such a case not persistent a s one of the prey populations always dies out 10 . This contrasts strikingly with a statement in 3 , where the authors claim that in a continuous time framework, when migration is fast, optimal migration decisions by predators have little in uence on the stability o f predator prey systems". It is also stated in 3 that In Krivan's 1997 framework, : : : di erences in predator mortality b e t ween patches play an important role on persistence of this model i.e., model presented in Section 4: when predator mortalities do not di er, persistence is still possible but under much restricted conditions." As we proved in this paper see also 5 , 10 , the latter statement is obviously incorrect: the existence of a global attractor and persistence of the system is not qualitatively a ected by the predator mortality rates.
The biological phenomena arising from our models agree well with intuitive assessment of the respective models which can besummed up in the phrase if there is a good place, go there; if there is a good prey, take it". In the case of the predator prey model with an alternative food, the predator ultimately becomes either generalist Fig. 2B , feeding on both prey types if the alternative food is high valued", or specialist Fig. 2A , avoiding the alternative foodif the latter is low valued". In the two patch model where only predators are free to move, predator population ultimately uses both resources and splits and permanently partly moves among both prey patches. Finally, in the two patch model with both predators and prey moving between patches, both populations occupy both niches Fig. 3 
